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SEEDS OF MEDITATION IN MEXICO

JOHN MAIN SEMINAR 2006

MARGARET RIZZA:
THE FIRE OF SILENCE:
MUSIC AND MYSTICS
Penang, Malaysia; August 10-13
Registrations have begun for this year’s
seminar, the first in Asia, which will
include a retreat led by Fr Laurence
Freeman and a visit to The Centre in
Kuala Lumpa where Fr John Main first
learned to meditate where there will be
a day of inter-religious dialogue.
For further information and
registration visit

www.wccm.org

Lucia Gayon first learned to meditate
directly with John Main in Montreal more
than twenty-five years ago. When life
brought her back to her native Mexico she
longed to share the gift she had received
with others. Her hope was realized at
Mexico´s first Annual International
Meditation Retreat which took place in
February at Hotel Villas Paraiso, Ixtapa,
where she is the assistant manager. It is
a charming hotel, nestled in the tropical
ambiance of palm trees, hibiscus flowers,
Pacifi c Ocean breezes, with the Sierra
Madre Mountains as backdrop and
an international clientele. The retreat
consisted mostly of new meditators
from Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina
and Canada who joined Fr Laurence
Freeman in a weekend of silence,
meditation and teachings. The
hotel owner, Ricardo Gomez
Espino, and Lucia, made
everyone feel at home with
their generous hospitality
and they now lead a
group meeting weekly
at the hotel. Fr Laurence
brought us to a greater
understanding of how the
contemplative Christian
tradition nourishes our
faith, transforming our
deep human yearning to

Be a
The outreach activities of the WCCM are financially
supported by donations from meditators, weekly
meditation groups, and well-wishers around the
world.
We need more

know God into a reality. This way of the
mantra, while simplicity itself, requires
discipline, trust and perseverance – but
the fruits are abundant. The connections
made demonstrate yet again John Main’s
belief that meditation creates community.
The seed has also germinated in Mexico
City where a group has also recently
formed. It is not surprising that Lucia is
already thinking about next year’s Second
Annual International Meditation Retreat
in Ixtapa! The Spanish website is www.
meditacioncristia.com.
Lucia, the coordinator for Mexico, is at
pax@meditacioncristiana.com

To find out how you can support
us and help to share the gift of
Christian Meditation, please
contact:
Leonard Ong
friendswccm@yahoo.com.sg

Or write to:
The World Community for
Christian Meditation
International Centre
St Mark’s . Myddelton Square
London EC1R 1XX - UK
Fax: + 44 (0) 20 7713 6346

* We will connect you to the Friends Coordinator for your region.
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A LETTER FROM LAURENCE FREEMAN OSB

DIRECTOR OF THE WORLD COMMUNITY FOR CHRISTIAN MEDITATION

An AA meeting has many similarities to a meditation group.
I recently attended an AA group in London to help me prepare
for a day on “addiction and grace” that I am to lead soon at our
new retreat centre in London. It was a cold wet winter evening
but the room was filling up fast. Some looked like newcomers,
tentative, even a little anxious. Others were relaxed and at home.
It felt as if everyone felt they had to be there but no one had a
sense of obligation. The meditator who brought me was telling
me that he had joined because he was alcoholic but had stayed
in the fellowship because it had become for
him a spiritual path. For many others there
that evening too it was clearly more than just
a way of dealing with a personal crisis or of
controlling a life-threatening illness. It was
community and a kind of weekly or, for some
perhaps therapeutically addicted to the cure
for addiction, even a nightly Pentecost.
There is a clear structure to an AA group
but also a minimum of formality. As I listened
to the opening guest speaker and then to the
spontaneous contributions from the floor,
each beginning with the mantra “I am (Jane
or John or…) I am an alcoholic” and the supportive response
“Hello, Jane…” I saw a simple formula of what human beings
always need and construct for their important events: ritual. Most
impressive to anyone who goes to many meetings, community or
otherwise, was the level of trust at this gathering and its rituals.
In most meetings fear and suspicion rise in the mind as soon
as the opportunity for self-disclosure is presented. You can see
the person disappear behind their inner defences. Anyone who
has lived in community knows how often members who seem
to be friendly and open before the meeting can clam up in a
fearful, negative silence as soon as the conversation starts going
somewhere serious. After the meeting you may hear a lot from
them, whispered in a corner, but when it really matters for them
to speak they are overwhelmed by fear and isolation. It is a tragic
fault in many fear-ridden Christian communities. Not so at an
AA meeting. The level of mutual trust and affection is almost
supernatural. Of course, it is also true that once you get people
talking about themselves it can be difficult to stop them. But in
fact the contributions at the meeting were free-spirited, openhearted and disciplined. There was self-disclosure and courtesy,
a rare combination anywhere. Kindness and courtesy and a true
spirit of listening created a kind of group mentoring – reflecting
the important role of the personal sponsor in the one day at a time
Twelve Step program.

HEARING AND SPEAKING
Newcomers felt supported and encouraged but there was no
force or compulsion to speak. Where the spirit is there is liberty
echoed in my mind. And after a while I realised who else was there
– ‘the advocate... the spirit of truth who will guide you into all the
truth; for he will not speak on his own authority but will speak
only what he hears.” As I write this I don’t fully understand what
‘will speak only what he hears’ really means but at the AA meeting,
at moments, I did. It was the kind of
understanding that can only be experienced
in the moment of truth itself. When the
combination of elements that makes for
the emergence of truth has dissolved the
experience and its felt meaning recede to
the intellect. There they are again confused
with many doubts and questions. In the
moment of the spirit there is no need for any
questions. I think that the Spirit’s speaking
is linked to so deeply to its hearing because
this is how human communication happens.
If we do not listen to what others are saying
then what we speak cannot be truthful. It is
‘just me speaking’. The truth is a large, inclusive communal event
not a private or a closed-group possession. Truth resides in the
whole and we have to share in the whole before we can know the
truth that sets us free from the illusion of our separateness.
Some contributions during the group that evening were cries
from the heart. Men and women, young and old, well-dressed and
shabby, refined and rough speakers, all sorts, spoke out of an anxiety
that their recovery might fail and their lives collapse again. Sometimes
we need simply to say what we feel, to express our fear of the future
or of ourselves. There can be truth in that too. Other contributions
came from people who had learned from their experience and had
something to share, the “word” of wisdom that the disciples of the
desert elders used to hunger and ask for. Crossing the desert of their
isolation they would come into the presence of their teachers and
simply say “Father, give us a word.” Perhaps today we have forgotten
what it is we are really thirsting for. We try instead to quench our
raging need for truth with many different kinds of addiction. We
are looking for ‘some thing’ that will satisfy us and remove the ache
of what is, in fact, our ineradicable God-hunger, our innate need
for pure love, for transcendence and for wholeness. No thing can
match or substitute for God. No name, no formula, no security
of group-belonging, no other god.

“Where
the spirit is
there is liberty.”

One such elder at the meeting spoke in a way that commanded
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respect and special attention. He had the mellow manner of
someone who had not only found the way to recovery but also
understood what recovery meant. He had modesty and a sense of
humour, which are usually signs that truth is somewhere in the
neighbourhood. He spoke about the virtue of doing nothing, the
strength of not trying to achieve anything. And he seemed to know
from his experience that this was at the same time both harder
than trying to be good or whole or wise and also more effective
than trying. Do nothing – understand what that means – and
you do everything you can do; and the rest follows. It was a short
contemplative teaching of rare insight and expression. What he said
could have been applied to the saying of the mantra itself.

THE JOURNEY OF HEALING
The redemptive insight that led to AA becoming the most
powerful and global transformative spiritual movement of modern
times is that when the thirst for God is denied or avoided we fall
into sickness. Accepting this explains the necessity of turning to
God – the ‘higher power’ of the twelve steps
– as part of our healing. This turning – which
becomes most explicit in the eleventh step of
the program – is not just solving a problem so
we can get on with our lives. It is what our life
is all about. In the same way, you may begin
to meditate to acquire its observable benefits;
but when you understand what it is about you
continue because this simply is what you are all
about. In business language it is about “getting
your priorities clear”. But this contemporary
managerial dialect that we all slip into today to
make ourselves sound more convincing misses
the deeper levels of truth. It is not just about a quick recovery so
that we can get on with life. Healing, which arises from real insight
into the nature of our disease, is itself the journey.
The AA group ritual and the Twelve Steps themselves are not
frightened to speak of God although the personal contributions
at the meetings are refreshingly free of God-talk. That means they
can be open to what is beyond religious boundaries – humanly not
just ecclesiastically ecumenical. The Greek word ‘oikumene’ means
simply everyone everywhere, the whole world. Religious language
has colonised it. All spirituality is ecumenical in this sense and the
12 Step Program is a true spirituality. Nevertheless it is interesting
to realise that its founders came from and were formed by the
Christian faith in particular. Maybe this has something to teach
Christians as we see our religious institutions go through their
intense and turbulent de-construction. As churches either dwindle
into extinction or clutch at fundamentalist solutions there need to
be Christians listening to each other rather than condemning each
other as AA meetings show. They need to be asking the questions
of the day with patience and waiting for a response from the spirit
of truth before pre-empting it with yesterday’s answers. In AA, with
its minimal level of structure and maximum focus on purpose, there
is a lot for the churches to learn about how to practice and release
the message of the Gospel today.
It may indeed be that God is what we seek and that we become

sick when we seek anything else. It may be that God is also the
healer of that sickness. And if that is so then the problem and its
cure, the wound and its healing may be far more deeply interwoven
than we have been led to imagine. Rumi said that ‘your defects
are the way that glory gets manifested.’ St Paul, in recovery from
his religious addiction, said that where sin is grace abounds all the
more. And when Jesus was asked why a man was born blind from
birth – who had sinned, the man or his parents? – he went beyond
the mechanical explanations of karma. “He was born blind so that
God’s power might be displayed in curing him.”

RELATIONSHIP AND WHOLENESS
We are not healed so that we can just get on with life, and
pursue other false gods who will get us in the same trouble
as before.
This dead-end attitude has led in modern times to the general
abandonment of the important ritual of healing in catholic
tradition called the sacrament of reconciliation or confession. Like
many today, when I look back to how I was
introduced to it it can seem at times to have
been a subtle form of religious addiction.
You sinned, got forgiven and felt relief so
you could go out and sin again. There was
a mechanical rather than organic nature to
the ritual and then it could never lead into
the only experience that really changes us
for the better: self-knowledge. As usual with
addiction, a mind-game program had to be
installed to keep up the delusion. When the
game is finally exposed the addiction has to
collapse because all addiction is a misplaced
attempt to heal. Truth then emerges and when truth is found and
felt, not just pre-packaged or force-fed, it sets us free.
In recent years the now denied use of general absolution penance
services became popular and evidently touched a deep therapeutic
need in people by expressing a healthier understanding of the
meaning of sin and forgiveness. The communal, group context for
this powerful sacrament broke with what many felt to have been
the privatised, isolated guilt and co-dependency of the darkened
confessional. The communal penance service did not deny the
need for the individual dimension but it allowed the experience
of healing to be felt first in community. The mere individual must
first be transformed by community into a real person before healing
happens.

“God is
the healer
of our sickness.”

Truth enters through the door of paradox. It is a paradox worth
exploring that the famous ‘anonymity’ of AA creates such a powerful,
redemptive fellowship whereas the formalism and institutionalism
of so much church worship and sacramental life drive people in
search of community away from the sacred myth-telling of their
ritual. Myths are the stories that tell the truth more totally than
ordinary words can do. But myth only makes sense in the context
of ritual. De-ritualised they are like fish on a fishmonger’s slab.
They become ‘mere myth’ in the derogatory sense it has for most
people today. But rituals can only provide the right context for the
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myth if they respond to the deeper needs of the people involved,
such as our twin needs today for community and contemplation. A
ritual that has sunk into a legal obligation or a dull and deadening
repetition dies and brings the power of myth down with it into the
graveyard of history. In community we are healed of the disease of
isolation which is itself a symptom of illusion.
The proven ‘placebo effect’ in medical research is often dismissed
by those practising the bio-medical model of healing. But even that
model acknowledges that the mind is a major player in the healing
of physical illness. How much more must our whole experience of
truth, arrived at through the dispelling of illusion, be part of the
total health that is the real meaning of the word ‘sanctity’. If we
accept a holistic approach to healing and see healing not just as
a means to a goal-oriented end but as the end itself we are better
positioned for the revelation of truth. We are more likely truly
to know God than set ourselves up to speak for him. This was
St Paul’s radical conversion. After acting as the most repulsive of
fundamentalist fanatics, persecuting the new
sect of Christians, he did not become just one
of them. He did not replace one fundamentalist
addiction for another. Instead he began a
wholly new departure, the journey into the
oikumene of God. Sin for him, therefore,
no longer meant the guilt-laden breaking of
purity codes or of ritual correctness. It was
the state of the divided self. He now saw that
this division explains all lack of love because
it creates a radical dysfunction in the essential
human capacity to love. Paul was concerned
with the work of building and sustaining the
only too human community of local churches in which the healing
of the spirit could best work. But, like any Christian who really
hears the words of Jesus, he had also broken through into a bigger
picture, a more universal understanding of relationship.

we are doing. Attention is not a glazy–eyed gaze. And we do need
a motivation, however imperfect it may be, before we can make
the sacrifice of self that is involved in all true attention. The laying
down of our life happens as we turn the searchlight off ourselves,
even for a moment, forgetting ourselves so that we can be remembered to the other. But if we cannot pass beyond intention
to attention prayer and relationship suffer retarded development.
We get stuck. Relationship then becomes exploitative, like poetry
we feel ‘has a design upon us’, or preaching that bullies us or any
attempt to manipulate, or a politician’s distortion of truth, or a
religious platitude that dehumanises. Attention purifies prayer
and all other forms of relationship of the initial investment the
ego makes in it for its own self-centred benefit. What am I going
to get out of this?, the ego automatically asks whether it is when we
meet a person or when we sit to meditate. Intentionality, all our
hidden agendas, especially the ones we hide from ourselves, has to
yield to the more simple and purifying bond of connection. It is
attention that makes motives pure.
The disruption of our faculty of attention
is stress. So when we seem overwhelmed by
all the demands upon us to pay attention, to
respond to the needs or to listen to the selfcommunication of others – and when there
seem just too many others to deal with – the
trick, as the wise speaker at the AA group
understood, is to do nothing. Not to shut
down, evade, move away, seek distraction. But
to be silent. The doing nothing is the work
of silence.
Healing has many paths and is life-long.
It has its steps and stages and its reversals and setbacks. But it is a
single path that leads through time, over peaks and through valleys,
beyond the illusion of separation to the experience of connectedness
and wholeness. To heal is to adapt continuously to reality. The unity
of the path, and the continuity of the connection to it, is the present
moment. To live in the present moment means simply to be on the
path and in unbroken connection with it. When this continuous
adapting becomes natural, truly conscious and spontaneous, and
when we are not applying ideology to the process but just letting it
happen, we are under the influence of wisdom. We are responding
to what Cassian called the ‘unseen guide of the mind’.

“The act
of paying
attention is a
loving deed.”

ATTENTION AND INTENTION
Every relationship, like every action or thought, is significant.
It is either healing or destructive.
No relationship can be dismissed just because the person does
not seem part of my immediate world or not important to my
objectives. To ignore another person is to wound them as well as
to incapacitate ourselves on the path to wholeness by succumbing
to our illusion of separation. To listen to others – this listening
is the healing dynamic of the AA group – is to pay attention to
them; and the act of paying attention is a loving deed. It makes a
difference to all who are involved in the act and that difference is
the healing. Often, though, we feel, we simply can’t. We just don’t
have time to pay attention to everyone. We need someone to pay
attention to us as well – ‘what about me? And, with some people
or groups, it seems hardly worthwhile anyway because they seem
so hostile or coldly indifferent towards us.
Attention – not intention – is the true heart of prayer as well
as the secret life of every human relationship. However, pure
attention, beyond intention, does not mean we don’t know what

THE POWER OF SILENCE
Silence is the fullest communication. When we are silent we
can speak and hear knowledge that in other media it is impossible
to communicate. Silence alone allows us to pay attention to the
whole inter-connected web of being and to receive the attention it is
graciously paying to us. If the spirit cannot speak except what it hears,
we cannot hear unless we know that we are being spoken to.
We get hints of this in the chemistry of human relationships
whenever we feel the healing and unifying power of silence. It may
be the silence of lovers after their bodies have spoken to each other.
Or the silence of friends who are tasting the gift of each other at the
deepest level. Or the silence of enemies who have been surprisingly
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touched by a moment of forgiveness and reconciliation and who
have seen that they are connected at levels deeper than those at
which they have wounded each other. Silence at this degree of
consciousness is more than thought. It is not the usual ‘seeing in a
glass darkly’. It is knowledge itself. Such spiritual knowledge does
not produce the certainty of the fundamentalist who is unable to
open his mind wider than his existing beliefs and securities. It is
the certainty of faith. Faith then has a quite different meaning. Not
something that can be enforced or policed. It is not the yardstick of
group-belonging or the standard of conformity. It is the bonding
power of relationship, the sustained attention to another in an
act of loving contemplation that perfects and redeems the broken
person. Faith integrates the person by bringing to consciousness
the ground of being, the simple truth that we are not alone, that
we live and love and breathe within the inclusiveness of divine
relationship. “All things have their being through him.”
The first step to silence is to listen. At the AA group the loving
trust among its members is expressed in this
patiently open-hearted and non-judgemental
listening. When we feel we are being listened to
in this way we find the power to speak without
fear. Then we can also listen to ourselves. We
may also be surprised by what we hear being
spoken in us deeper than our words. We may
revise what we have just said because we are
seeing something more clearly because we
know it has been listened to. We are freed from
the prison of a script that we felt condemned
to repeat ad nauseam. Silent listening of this
quality is not about mere words. It is also
tested by the proof of action. One night at the group I visited a
young person had come in the throes of his first struggle with his
demon. He had lost everything to his addiction including his job
and friends and his home. He had nowhere to sleep that night.
Before the meeting ended three people, previously strangers to him,
had offered him their homes.

We always clutch at our imagined redeemers, unaware that
no true redeemer allows himself to be clung to. “Do not cling to
me… I have not yet ascended to the Father.” The true healer allows
relationship but does not allow the relationship to become an
addiction. By the early Christians Jesus was seen as a physician of
the soul of humanity rather than as the founder of a new religion.
His deeper meaning – and all those levels of identity opened by his
question ‘who do you say I am?’ – were to be found in the freedom
he offered those who learned from his gentleness and humility. This
was possible especially for those who accepted the light yoke of
his friendship. To surrender that freedom for another dependency
is to fail to recognise him. “He was in the world; but the world,
though it owed its being to him, did not recognise him”, is as much
a warning to us today as a description of what happened during his
temporal life. It still applies more to the Christians who turn him
into another god or idol than to those true seekers who do not yet
know how to understand him. He could not be clearer: he offers
himself as a way which, at its deepest level, can be understood as
one with the goal itself. “To believe in me is
not to believe in me but in the one who sent
me. To see me is to see the one who sent me”
(Jn 12:44).
The paradox in these words is easily
dismissed. We prefer rational, definable
certainties. It is also easy to laugh away what
seems to challenge our familiar ways of
thinking and perceiving reality. But what if
those familiar ways of perception are actually
inverting reality? What if what we call freedom
is in fact addiction? What we call peace is in
fact violence? What we call happiness is in fact suffering?

“Addiction is the
tragic consequence
of mistaken
identity.”

RELATIONSHIP WITHOUT CLINGING
The Desert Fathers, who had read and understood the Gospel,
also understood how it is always relationship that is healing.
Solitude taught them that and sustained them in the life of their
communities. They knew that relationship grows through listening.
They also knew what demons were. Not just the demon of drink:
actually, they were more conscious of the demon of gluttony which,
in our age of eating disorders, with almost half the population
already obese, we can appreciate.
Addiction is merely the tragic consequence of mistaken identity.
We thought this substance or this activity would help us find
what we were looking for. In fact it turned out to be a demon
masquerading as an angel of light and now we are hooked. Our
thirst for God has become diverted and we are drinking poison
instead. When Cortez, the 16th century Spanish invader, first
arrived in Mexico he seemed to the Aztecs like the fulfilment of
their religious prophecies. They embraced and welcomed him and
found to the cost of their whole culture that it was too late.

The desert teachers understood that to face the harsh truths of
our illusion and dependencies is the fruit of the labour of many
temptations. It is also a good part of the meaning of this joyful
season of Lent. They called it wrestling with the demons but they
knew that the demons are inside us. We merely evade the struggle by
projecting them outside. The integrity of the person, our freedom
to be ourselves and to love others, is perfected by the testing that we
embrace each time we sit to do the work of silence. Much happens
when we do nothing.
So may Lent be a time when we deepen our meditation and
so may it also be a time of simplification and liberation for us all.

With much love,

Laurence Freeman, OSB
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NEWS FROM THE WORLD COMMUNITY
The following is a small representation of the life of the Community. For weekly news and more information visit the Community web page: www.wccm.org

FROM GREG RYAN, THE WCCM WEB MASTER
Thanks to the work of Lucia Gayon (Mexico) and Pat Hunt at the
International Office, London, we are now able to accept donations
on the International Web pages using the secure PayPal service. You
will see the link in our left-hand menu. Pass the word! Thanks to
Daulet Manecksha (daulet@pacific.net.sg) (Singapore) and her team
there, online transcripts of the “Meditatio Talks 2006 Series A” are
available in both HTM and PDF formats, as well as Podcasts and
audio clips from the CD. Find links on the News page and other
locations, too. The PDF version of the latest Oblate Newsletter, “Via
Vitae,” is also available online, thanks to Trish Panton in Australia.
Trish is always happy to receive submissions from oblates around
the world (pantonamdg@ozemail.com.au). Those of you in Europe
can find an online list of up-coming events and retreats in your part
of the world. Look on the NEWS page for details. On the NEWS
page you will also find a report of Father Laurence’s recent retreat
in Mexico as well as News of happenings in Canada. The L’Arche
Forum hosted a discussion between Jean Vanier and Dr. Balfour
Mount. Read the report and see their photos starting on the News
page. I am always happy to receive whatever you would like to share
on our Web page. Thanks for all you contribute to making our site a
real home for the community and a welcoming place for visitors. If
you haven’t subscribed to the WCCM Weekly Reading Email Update
you are missing: weekly readings by either John Main or Laurence
Freeman; weekly audio teachings by Laurence Freeman, notices of
upcoming events and announcements of new bookstore offerings.
To subscribe go to the bookstore web site www.mediomedia.org
Greg Ryan (gjryan@wccm.org)

JEAN VANIER AND BALFOUR MOUNT
ON PERSONAL AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
Parliament Hill in Ottawa, seat of the Canadian Government,
was the site in of a unique
experiment, a live Internet
simulcast communication between
two former John Main Seminar
presenters, Jean Vanier, founder
of the International L’Arche
movement, and Dr. Balfour Mount,
founder of the palliative care and
hospice movement in North America. The event was the first L’Arche
Forum. Both Vanier and Mount have had strong links to the worldwide
Christian meditation community. Jean Vanier gave the John Main
Seminar in the UK in 1992 and assisted with advice and guidance on
the structural setting up of the WCCM, as did Dr. Balfour Mount,
the first chair of the Guiding Board, who presented the John Main
Seminar in Montreal in 1988 on Human Wholeness. Dr. Mount also
assisted with palliative care at the time of John Main’s death in
December 1982.
Jean Vanier emphasized that personal transformation comes
from “embracing empathy, love and compassion for others”. “We
must not think of life as a pyramid, with all power at the top and huge

numbers of the fragile and the old at the bottom,” he said. He added
that humanity must become a kind of body in which each person has
a place and a purpose. Along with Balfour Mount, Vanier stressed the
influences and teachers in his own life. He recalled Lucien, a severely
disabled man in one of the L’ Arche homes who could only express
suffering through incessant screaming. “It was high pitched,” said
Vanier, “and I felt anger and violence within me and that taught me
about my own fragility and woundedness”. He summed up his talk
by saying, “It is love that liberates us so we can discover the beauty
and the deepest meaning in our lives”.
Dr. Mount spoke about his work in palliative care that has changed
his own sense of values as to what is crucially important in life and
in his work with the dying. Like Jean Vanier, he also pointed
out individuals who had been his real teachers including John Main
and his teaching of Christian meditation. He also recalled “Chip,”
a member of the Canadian National ski team, who died of testicular
cancer at a young age. “His once-magnificent body began to look
like something from Auschwitz,” said Dr. Mount, “and yet before
his death he told me that his last year had been the best year of his
life.... a time to look inward”. This is reflected in a quotation from Dr
Cicely Saunders, founder of the hospice movement in the UK, and
one of Dr. Mount’s teachers, who once said, “As the body becomes
weaker, so the spirit becomes stronger”. Dr. Mount summed up by
saying, “Our wounds are healed when we are awakened by our own
suffering and awareness of our vulnerability...and our potential to
heal is and always will be the essence of our being”.
The event has been archived by the Canadian Public Affairs
Channel and can be viewed by clicking the link on the L’Arche home
page: www.larche.ca
Paul Harris (Paulturnerharris@aiol.com)

FIRST ANNUAL CICELY SAUNDERS
MEMORIAL SEMINAR
In March, Balfour Mount and Laurence Freeman led the Seminar
on the spiritual aspects of care for the dying at St Christopher’s
Hospice, London in honour of the founder of the international
hospice movement.

SCHOOL FOR CLERGY
Liz Watson, director of the Christian Meditation Centre in
London and UK Coordinator of the School (Liz@wccm.org), led
an Essential Teaching workshop School for priests with Laurence
Freeman at the Retreat Centre at Cockfosters, London. Anglican
and Catholic clergy participated.

FORUM FOR PRIESTS WHO MEDITATE
A new Christian Meditation for Priests blogsite has been started
and will be managed by Fr Brian Johnstone CSsR, a professor of
moral theology in Rome. Priests and ministers are invited to visit
the site and to contribute their views, experiences and suggestions
about the spirituality of the priesthood today.
Contact Pauline Peters (paulinepeters2@bigpond.com)
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The new Medio Media book Prayer and the Priest is available
online at www.mediomedia.org and is reviewed on the blogsite.

MEDITATION IN CHILE
After many years of practicing meditation by myself, I felt a strong
impulse to teach this to others and especially to seriously ill men
and woman at the end of their lives. So I did it, without a teacher
but only with the intention of passing this wonderful teaching to
others and hoping that through their own experience, they would
also feel this mysterious connection–that was a healing balm–to
the real teacher, the one Fr Laurence called “Jesus, the teacher
within”. Last year I went to Argentina, met him and wonderful
meditators, like Magdalena Puebla, the translator of Laurence
Freeman’s books and the coordinator in Buenos Aries to meet
Fr. Laurence Freeman. They gave me the support I needed, and I
knew I was ready for my next stage, starting meditation groups.
Soon after returning to Chile I received an e-mail from someone
looking for information. Arturo deeply desired to meditate with
others. By coincidence, not only did we live in the same city, but
only 5 minutes apart! Very soon, we started a meditation group

Fr Laurence and meditators from Chile, Argentina and Brazil.

and, of course, even though none of us had ever seen each other
before, we were related in some way, and we have the feeling
that we have been friends for a long time. We look forward to
teaching more in Chile and participating in the growth of the
World Community in Latin America. Maria Rosa Gonzalez
(mr_meditacion@hotmail.com)

IN FOCUS

Journey to Meditation
My journey to meditation began in the mid-1970’s when I read
The Cloud of Unknowing and another author who stated that priests
and religious should spend at least an hour a day in silent prayer. Then
I was directed to Lectio Divina for I was told meditation was “too
hard”. I left the active priestly ministry in the mid-1980’s and at that
time dropped virtually everything. It was a very difficult time and I
felt quite lost. After about three years, I met an older woman who
taught me how to meditate. She suggested a mantra and instructed
me to meditate in a way that was virtually identical with John Main’s,
although he was just a name to her. She said to me one day after I
had been going there for a while, “I hope you are meditating; I don’t
work with people who don’t meditate”. Until that time I had been
off and on. But that little rebuke was what I needed to make the
twice-daily commitment.
The first thing I began to notice after I had been doing this for
a few months was that a new stability had entered my life. I was
still in the same insecure space but somehow I was able to live with
that. There was this ongoing tension between working out what I
wanted to do with my life and the pull to go back to the security of
the Church. I was at this time exploring Eastern spirituality from
which I learnt much about meditation, but I was uneasy with nonChristian concepts which kept me from making a whole-hearted
commitment.
About eleven years after leaving the ministry, I moved to a parish
where I knew there was a Christian meditation group. This was
my first contact for many years with “Church” people and it felt
very strange. However, I was committed to the meditation and I
persevered with the group. I found with the teaching of John Main

a strong correspondence with what I had been
practising and with what I had learned from
my reading of Eastern works. I began to notice
another significant change going on within me. Although I felt very
different from these people (they were very conservative Catholic),
I began to recognise that there was a bond there that went deeper
than that. They were people of deep prayer. I had an expectation
that a new direction would be revealed to me. One day the leader
of the meditation group informed me that the current national
co-ordinator was about to pull out. He said off-handedly, “You
could do it”. Something clicked within me. Yes, my work would be
promoting meditation, but at that time, I imagined I would do this
as a lay person.
My return to the active priestly ministry took place after the death
of an old friend, a priest, who had had an enormous influence on me
in my younger years. He had kept asking me, “Do you think you will
come back?” I would always say, “No. I have changed too much to
fit back in the system”. His death broke me. No sooner was his body
laid in the ground than I knew it was time to return.
Having been on the edge of the Church for fourteen years, I have
had the advantage of seeing it from the outside. Being back “inside”
has opened many doors for promoting meditation. I also see the value
of the Church from a new angle. The Church has a centre that is
Christ, made visible particularly in the celebration of the Eucharist.
Other groups simply do not have that centre even though they may
be very sophisticated. Meditation enables us to find that deep centre
and, in finding that, the Church then becomes our natural home.
Peter Murphy ( petermurphy54@hotmail.com )
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New Items Available from Medio Media

CHRISTIAN MEDITATION
A Lever and A Place
To Stand

Richard Rohr, OFM
Fr. Rohr invites us to re-evaluate the
place we stand as a people of faith
and test our leverage – realizing
that without an inner anchor our
religion is simply a belonging system,
a worthiness competition. In his loving
and humorously confrontational manner, he reminds us to
embrace our humanity and encourages us to question the ways
in which we live our beliefs.
6-CDs #8114
6-Audio Cassettes #8115

£25.95 • $44.95
£25.95 • $39.00

The Way of Unity
Habits of the Heart
Laurence Freeman, OSB
“The practice of meditation is a habit
of the heart. As we learn the good
habit, we automatically unlearn
the bad habits. The seed grows
through the slow integration of inner
and outer. ‘The Kingdom is within and among you.’ It is the
opening of the eye of the heart.” This complete set of talks by
Fr Laurence was presented as part of the silent retreat held at
the 2005 John Main Seminar in California.
6-CDs #8117
6-Audio Cassettes #8116

£25.95 • $44.95
£25.95 • $39.00

A Simple Way
Laurence Freeman, OSB
Meditation is a pilgrimage to your own
center, to your own heart. Through the
pages of this little book, Fr. Laurence helps
us begin. St. Paul siad, we do not know
how to pray, but the Spirit prays within
us (Romans 8:26). A classic teaching of
simplicity for a complex world.
41 pp Book #7066 £6.50 • $9.95
Audio Cassette #8035 £6.00 • $9.00
CD #8034 £6.50 • $9.95

Music from Margaret Rizza
Awakening in Love
This composition for solo soprano and
instruments was lovingly written to
commemorate the 20th anniversary of
the death of John Main. The words and
music “express the mixture of our daily
searchings for that peace which the world
does not give.” – Margaret Rizza
CD #9119

Order now by telephone, fax or e-mail:
MedioMedia
St. Mark’s, Myddelton Square, London, EC1R 1XX, UK;
Tel: +44 20 7278 2070; Fax: +44 20 7713 6346
Email: mail@wccm.org or

£13.99 • $16.98

Medio Media
627 N. 6th Ave., Tucson, AZ 85705 USA
Tel: +1-520-882-0290 (1-800-324-8305 USA)
Fax: +1-520-882-0311.
Email: meditate@mediomedia.org

WORDS BY JOHN MAIN....
Baptism is our initiation into the mystery of Christ hidden in our life, in our hearts. The fullness of Christian response is
in developing this initiation. The development itself takes place in our life of charity in the Christian community, in our
worship with that community, as well as in our prayer and meditation when we open our hearts in the power of his silence
to the light of his glory. The ‘kebod Yahweh’, the glory of God, fills the consecrated temple of our human heart. Opening
our eyes to that glory is our prayer. (from The Christian Mysteries)
THE WORLD COMMUNITY DEPENDS ON DONATIONS. PLEASE REMEMBER THE COMMUNITY WHEN YOU
MAKE YOUR WILL. FOR INFORMATION OR ADVICE CONTACT THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE IN LONDON
OR YOUR NATIONAL CO-ORDINATOR.
The Christian Meditation Newsletter is published four times a year by the International Centre of
The World Community for Christian Meditation, St Mark’s, Myddelton Square, London EC1R 1XX, UK
(tel +44 20 7278 2070 / fax +44 20 7713 6346) e-mail: mail@wccm.org
(Copyright The World Community for Christian Meditation) It is distributed by national communities with national updates.

General Editor: Gregory Ryan (gjryan@wccm.org)
Graphic Design: Carlos Siqueira (info@wccm.com.br)
International Coordinator: Susan Spence (susan@wccm.org)
The World Community Web page: www.wccm.org
Medio Media Web page: www.mediomedia.org

